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just before leaving the earth kingdom, in an aftermath of the war, aang, katara, and their friends sought to stop zuko from
being forced to fight azula for the fire nation crown. they discovered that after his failed assassination attempt in ba sing se,
azula had suddenly gained the ability to bend fire, which allowed him to regain control of the fire nation and to take back his
crown. therefore, aang vowed to do everything in his power to change azula's fate by forcing him to face the other members
of the fire nation high council in an attempt to have his brother banished. [20] after a series of events known as the southern

water tribe revolt, aang was forced to meditate and accept that he was the avatar, and he could not change azula's fate.
there, he was contacted by an unseen spirit named iroh, who informed him that, through his actions as the avatar, he would
have to spend time in the spirit world to right the wrongs he had done. as aang traveled in the spirit world, he encountered
the world of mortals, and was taken there by the earth king and queen, who aided him in returning to the earth kingdom. in
the mortal world, aang soon made powerful allies, including the fire nation princess azula, and he began to prepare for the
upcoming presidential election, which zuko was set to take. if you're interested in watching many more of those episodes,

then you might want to check out the netflix line-up. but in the meantime, why not start with the first season of the show? it's
fantastic and beautifully animated with the most appealing characters ever on netflix, so let's dive in!
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when he awoke, aang returned to the modern world, but discovered that he had shifted in time, [3]
having traveled a century into the past. he had been a spiritual novice of roku before the avatar and,

as such, had to live a life of simple observance and obedience before learning to manifest the
avatar's three elemental powers. upon entering his time period, roku told aang that, since he had

been the avatar for a considerable amount of time, it was time to cease his training and go back to
the modern world. appreciating roku's advice, aang left to travel to the modern world and fulfill his

destiny. [17] in the modern world, he asked for help from the modern equivalent of guru pathik,
yangchen, who guided him on several hundred adventures. when aang was on his way to ba sing se
in search of kumatagi and moon, he became lost and went into the spirit world, where he met roku.

roku appeared before him and asked aang to join him at the spirit world to continue his training,
which he accepted. [12] the three, along with other avatar past lives and incarnations, traveled to

the spirit world, where they fought lord onaga. upon defeating the villain, aang and roku were given
the task of saving the world by regaining his spiritual power. [13] after a while, roku told aang that,
since he had become the avatar he felt he had to help his friends in the other nations. the three left
the spirit world, where they found themselves in the spirit world occupied by the "scorpion [13] " as
well as roku's spirit, anatone [13] where aang and roku fought off the scorpion in an effort to free
roku. after they were successful, aang and roku returned to the spirit world, where they were then

imprisoned. afterwards, they returned to earth, traveling by comet. [19] 5ec8ef588b
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